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The Poetics of Construction

in Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Architecture



9 Carlo Scarpa

and the Adoration of the Joint

These are only some of the thoughts evoked by bringing together philosophy and arch/tec·

ture under the sign of interpretation, and I realize that they are only hints, sparse sugges~

tlons. It may be necessary to take something else into account: namely, that edification

has two principal meanings-to build and to be morally uplifting. Both are quite closely

tied in today's rather vertiginous coming and going between architecture and philosophy,

insofar as one can Individuate even remote similarities between the two. That is, edifica

tion must be ethical, entailing communication of value choices. In the present situation of

thought on the one hand and architectonic experience on the other (we shall consider this

a provisional and lim/ted conclusion), the only possibility of edifying in the sense of build

ing is to edify in the sense of "rendering ethical," that is, to encourage an ethical life: to
work with the recollection of traditions, with the traces of the past, with the expectations

of meaning for the futuro, since there can no longer be absolute rational deductions.

There follows then edification as a fostering of emotions, of ethical presentability, which

can probably seIVe as the basis for an architecture which is determined not by the whole

but by the parts.

Gianni Vattimo, 1987

The work of Carlo Scarpa (1906-1978) may be seen as a watershed in the evolu

tion of twentieth-century architecture, not only for the emphasis that he placed

upon the joint but also for his particular use of montage as a strategy for inte

grating heterogeneous elements. Throughout his work, the joint is treated as a

kind of tectonic condensation; as an intersection embodying the whole in the

part, irrespective of whether the connection in question is an articulation or a

bearing or even an altogether larger linking component such as a stair or a

bridge. All of this is immediately apparent in Scarpa's first work of consequence,

the renovation and reorganization of the Fondazione Querini Stampalia in Ven

ice, completed in 1963. In this instance, a stereotomic earthwork, laid into the

undercroft of a sixteenth-century palace, is accessed by a lightweight bridge

that acts as a kind of fixed hinge between the terra firma of the campo and the

transformed shell of the palazzo (fig. 9.1).

In contrast to this lightweight, flat arch resting on stone abutments, Scarpa

renders the earthwork as a monolithic concrete tray (fig. 9.2). Separated from

the existing walls, this tray serves not only to contain but also to represent the

seasonal flooding of the city. This shallow concrete walkway, paved with tiles,

embodies the traditions of Venice in more ways than one, first by containing the

acqua alta and second by affording direct gondola access through the existing

portego. 1 The ceremonial nature of this last is implied by a winding stair de

scending to the canal and by openwork ornamental gates, dressed in metal,

that fill the twin-arched openings of the portico (fig. 9.3). In this way, Scarpa ar

ranges for two complementary entries: an everyday passage from the campo

via a delicately articulated bridge, and a more honorific approach from the wa

ter; an approach that in its symbolic obsolescence is an elaborate reminder of

the original mode of entering the palace. As Maria Antonietta Crippa has re

marked, the whole of this sequence is treated as a kind of three-dimensional

inlay.

The small entrance hall-its mosaic floor reminiscent of a design by Joseph

Albers that Scarpa had originally intended to reproduce-gives onto a marble

dressed staircase leading to the library and also onto a gangway above the
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9.2

Carlo Scarpa, Fondazione QueTini Stampalia.

ground-floor plan:

1. wooden bridge

2. entry

3. foyer

4. concrete causeway

5. steps down to canal entry

6. gallery entrance

7. radiators

B. main gallery

9. secret door

10. small gallery

11. stair to library

12. garden portico

13. fountain

14. stone lion

15. sump

16. old well

17. stepping stones

18. lily pond

19. outflow

20. porter's court

21. garden court

9.3

Carlo Scarpa, Fondazione Querini Stampalia,

ornamental gates.

9.'
Carlo Scarpa, Fondazione Querini Stampalia,

main exhibit hall.

9.1

Carlo Scarpa, Fondazione QueTin! Stampalia,

Venice, 1963. Bridge.
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entrance area that leads into the great hall on the ground floor opposite the

portago. The stone gangway crossing the portago is almost like a bridge over

looking the lagoon; from it one can see the ebb and flow of water playing into

the cisterns placed on various levels. A sheet of glass separates this gangway

from the great hall. The radiators in the great hall Bfe concealed within a para/

Ie/piped with golden lines and glass panels fitting into each other, which has

a geometric similarity to the mosaic in the entrance hall. Seventeenth century

mouldings and remnants of walls, clearly distinct from modern additions, Bre vis

ible throughout. 2

Scarpa's characteristic use of revetment makes itself evident here in the traver

tine lining to the walls of the great hall, where, apart from the traditional use of

stone cladding, there is the suggestion of a metonymic exchange between

wood and masonry; between wood as it is employed in the deck and handrail of

the bridge and travertine as it is laid up against the walls of the exhibition space

(fig. 9.4). Stone thus appears in two aspects; in the first simply as cladding and

in the second as a kind of "wood," where it is incised, inlaid, and hinged as
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9.7

Carlo Scarpa, Fondazione Querini Stampalia,

door to gallery annex.

9.8

Reflecting dressing table or Rudd's table,

1788.

Like all of Scarpa's bridges, the Querini Stampalia passerelle is structured about

the themes of bearing and transition, which may explain one of the least

noticed features of this bridge, namely its contrived asymmetry, particularly

since the datum on either side is almost the same (see fig. 9.1).3 It seems that

this asymmetry arose out of the need to meet two different conditions: on one

hand the bridge had to be high enough to permit gondolas to pass close to the

campo; on the other hand it had to come down lower and more gradually in or

der to clear the lintel of the building entry. All of this is effected by displacing the

bearings of the layered superstructure so that the point of the hinged support is

70 centimeters higher on the landward side. Thus, one steps up from abutments

in Istrian stone before crossing two oak treads onto the curved oak deck of the

bridge itself. The descent, on the other hand, is effected by five similar treads,

the last of which lies flush with the stone threshold to the palace. Of the seven

wooden treads, three are set flush with the surfaces to which they give access.

This redundancy, together with the subdivision of the oak decking, makes the

distinction between threshold and span ambiguous. The deck functions as a

kind of tectonic elision that simultaneously both extends and curtails one's expe

rience of crossing. This inflection finds its correspondence in the balustrading,

though it were petrified cabinetwork. Such a reading is implied by a slotted

brass rail, let into the stone cladding to form a horizontal groove at eye height,

for the purposes of hanging pictures. This material interplay is enhanced by 10

centimeter-wide, ground-glass panels set flush with the travertine revetment. As

translucent covers to neon tubes, these luminous accents run across the wall

like a descant, echoing a similar modulation in the concrete floor that is subdi

vided by strips of Istrian stone of the same width. These translucent cover

plates constitute a series of vertical accents that double up in pairs as they run

down the depth of the space. Scarpa may have derived this syncopated ar

rangement in part from the Neoplasticist wall relief that Thea van Doesburg de

signed for the Cafe Aubette in 1926 (fig. 9.5) and in part from Le Corbusier's

proportional system, as published in his book Le Modulor twenty years later

(fig. 9.6).

l]

Stone treated as cabinetwork is also evident in the hinged door to the side gal

lery, made out of a single sheet of travertine, that is cut out on its front and

carved on its retroface (fig. 9.7). Throughout, brass is the key for this metonymic

transposition between stone and wood, since the inlaid picture rail, running

around the gallery, recalls a similar use of brass connectors in the bridge hand

rail. Such accoutrements allude both to marine detailing and to the kind of fit

tings found in eighteenth-century gentleman's furniture (fig. 9.8).

9.6

Le Corbusier, Modular system, 1946.

9.5

Theo van Doesburg, Cafe Aubette, Stras

bourg, 1926-1928. Elevation of cabaret wall.
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The influence of China in Scarpa's work can hardly be overestimated, particu

larly when it comes to the walled gardens of both the Querini Stampalia and the

Brion Cemetery in San Vito d'Altivole. 6 In both instances a frieze of enameled

tiles, as an artificial horizon, is inlaid into certain sections of the perimeter walls.

In Venice this is matched by the tiled lining of a lily pond laid out to the designs

Water is used as a counterpoint to the treatment of the ground floor of the Pa

lazzo. Its source is a smalJ labyrinth carved in marble which suggests the pain of

its forced birth. It Is then channeled through a long trough. parallel to the Rio

(Santa Maria Formosa) which extends almost the entire length of the garden. It

then passes beneath a stone lion that faces the source and finalJy disappears

into the drain which is magnificently expressive of the idea of vortex. 5

A parallel play with asymmetrical elements appears in the water channel running

across the garden court, in which two different spirals, a rectilinear fountain in

Apuan marble and a circular concrete drain, are the beginning and the end of a

flow running from east to west, passing beneath a Venetian stone lion by which

the channel is surmounted (fig. 9.10). This Islamic reference seems doubly

significant in that the flow from the east not only serves to evoke the depen

dency of Venice on the Orient but also Scarpa's own genealogy; his self

characterization as "a man of Byzantium, who came to Venice by way of

Greece." At the same time this fountain may be read as a metaphor for the life

cycle. As Giuseppe Zambonini has written:

the space that passes from left to right toward the garden court. This movement

is underlined by the placement of iron radiators; a vertical, encased stack at the

entry and a single, freestanding horizontal radiator bracketed off the floor to one

side of the glazed opening to the garden. The concrete stanchions supporting

the armored plate glass garden doors are also treated as elements in a Neoplas

ticist composition, so that where the axis of one lies parallel to the cross axis of

the hall the other is rotated ninety degrees; each being inscribed with a gilded

bar on its face (fig. 9.9). This rotation is subtly reflected in the treatment of the

glass itself, so that a 10-centimeter, ground-glass light panel planted on one of

the stanchions is balanced by two 5-centimeter safety strips etched into the

plate glass. A similar asymmetrical translucent light panel and safety strip are

also incorporated into the glazed screen wall separating the exhibition hall from

the initial foyer.

The highest point of the acqua alta, indicated by the height of the concrete up

stand in the entry, finds reflection in the surface treatment of the main exhibition

space, where the travertine stops short at the same datum and the exposed ag

gregate concrete floor is taken up to meet it. The strips of Istrian stone subdivid

ing this relatively inexpressive floor amount to a kind of basketwork that bonds

the concrete tanking into a unity. These bands are irregularly modulated, thereby

echoing but not following the syncopation of the wall revetment (see fig. 9.2). In

addition to this modulation, these courses seem to be subtly aligned so as to

correspond with an existing splay in the plan form of the building. Thus, while

the first three transverse Istrian strips on entering the gallery are set at right

angles to the walls of the exhibition space, the remaining strips, nine in all (five

singles and two doubles), appear to be normal to the walls of the stair hall.4 This

subtle adjustment in alignment is accompanied by a diagonal inflection through

which is shortened on the landward side and extended toward the building. The

unequal spacing of uprights that results from this asymmetry necessitates a

twin-rail balustrade, since an unbraced handrail would be insufficient for the

long span. In this combination, a lower structural rail in tubular steel and an up

per handrail in teak, we find that synthesis of structural economy and ergonomic

form that is so characteristic of Scarpa's work.

9.9
Carlo Scarpa, Fondazione Querini Stampalia,

glass doors to garden.

9.10

Carlo Scarpa, Fondazione QueTini Stampalia,

water channel in garden, sump to the left,

fountain to the right.
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In Scarpa's work everything turns on the joint to such an extent that, to para

phrase Le Corbusier, the joint is the generator rather than the plan, not only in re

spect of the whole but also with regard to alternative solutions lying latent, as it

were, within any particular part (fig. 9.12). These alternatives arise spontane

ously from Scarpa's method, his habit of draWing in relief, wherein an initial

charcoal sketch on card, one of his famous cartoni, becomes progressively elab

orated and overlaid by traces, washes, and even white-out to be follOWed by fur

ther delineations, entering into a cyclical process of erasure and redesign

respect of a given junction, without ever fUlly abandoning the first incarnation of

the solution. In this way, as Marco Frascari has remarked, Scarpa's cartoni

serve as an archaeology of the project: "In Scarpa's architectural production rela

tionships between the whole and the parts, and the relationship between crafts

manship and draftsmanship, allow a direct substantiation in corpore viii of the

identity of the process of perception and production, that is, the union of the

construction with the construing." 8

This observation stresses two essential aspects of Scarpa's method, first the

gestural impUlse passing almost without a break from the act of drafting to the

act of making, and second a reciprocity obtaining between what Frascari charac

terizes as the techne of logos and the logos of techne; that is to say, between

construing a particular form and constructing its realization (and then, later in

the cycle, the moment in which the user construes the significance of the con

struction). We are close here to Giambattista Vico's anti-Caiesian idea of corpo

real imagination. Scarpa would directly acknOWledge this aifinity on succeeding

to the deanship of the lstituto Universitario di Architettura di Venezia by superim

posing the Viconian motto Verum fpsum Factum on the school's diploma and,

later, by inscribing the same legend into his design for the school portal, thereby

literally dedicating architects to the Viconian pursuit of "truth through making."

While Scarpa may have become familiar with Vico's thought by reading Bene

detto Croce's Aesthetica of 1909, another source would have been the

eighteenth-century Venetian architect Carlo Lodoli who was a contemporary

and a promoter of Vico's ideas. 9 Vico's Verum Ipsum Factum would have been

9.12

Carlo Scarpa, Brion tomb, San Vito d'Altivole,

1969. Map of details.

9.11

Carlo Scarpa, Fondazione Querini Stampalia,

lily pond.

of the painter Mario de Luigi (fig. 9.11). As Albertini and Bagnoii have sug

gested, these tiled ornaments in Murano glass initiate and enrich the prome
nade through the court.

The ~arden forms a rectangle roughly corresponding to two squares, each 12 m

per sIde, cut by a concrete dividing wall. It is largely laid out with lawn and

s~rubs. A square copper container for papyrus plants is inset in a larger pond

fiveted .With mosaic tesserae; here water collects before rechanneling. Isolated

from thiS, a small basin (75 x 33.5 x 4.5-6 em), formed ofApuan marbie of a
~urpliSh hue, collects the water dripping into it from a small pipe and channels it

~nto a miniature maze, where it fills a series of shallow concavities before flowing

mto a long, deep water Course in which water lilies flourish. At the end opposite

the small basin serving as a bird bath for the winged inhabitants of the garden a

low,cascade lends impetus to the flow of water, carrying it into proximity with ~n
ancIent and now dry wellhead. A short path with a number of steps completes

the garden iayout, branching off from the giazed waii of the portico to lead the

VIsitor either toward the papyrus pool or in the direction of the wellhead. 7
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9.13

Carlo Scarpa, design for layout and display of

Roman relics, FeUre, 1975-1978. Section.

9.14

Carlo Scarpa, Museo di Castelvecchio, Ve

rona, 1953-1965. Section through entrance

room.

important for Scarpa at two levels; first in confirming the cognitive aspect of his

own activity and second in providing a philosophy of education. According to

Vieo, knowledge was to be acquired not through passive acceptance but

through its active formulation-for only then can the subject take possession of

it. For Scarpa, as for other architects, the first intervention in this process was

the delineation of the thing to be constructed, while the second was the on-site

process of its realization. As Hubert Damisch has remarked,

The essential goal therefore lies in the purpose of verification, if not actually ex

perimentation, which Scarpa assigns to the drawing, which has to embody all

necessary misgivings. For instance, a perspective image of a staircase does not

allow sufficient accuracy in identifying the number of steps and their height, let

alone the details of their jointing-jointing being a link-up with Cezanne's doubt.

A crWcal position of this kind acquires special significance at a time like the pres

ent, characterized by an attempt to reduce architectural thought to the single di

mension of an image, to the detriment of its symbolical and real dimensions, In

this there is no paradox; the man who revealed the full potential ofmuseum archi

tecture also uttered the most stringent criticisms of the ever-recurring error of

confusing architecture with its image or any kind of scenography.10

A more precise analysis of the various levels involved in Scarpa's delineatory

method has been provided by Sergio Los, who distinguishes between three

kinds of drawings. The first is the cartone, Scarpa's initial drawing on stiff ochre

card that would then be overlaid with variants of the same detail on tracing pa

per; if found to be sUfficiently stable, these versions would be incorporated into

the basic drawing on card. In this way the specific outline of the work would be

developed, with incidental markings in pencil and in dilute black and red India

ink. This evolutionary manner, so to speak, assured an indestructible record of

the design process with regard to the initial schema. This procedure would be

sustained, as we have seen, by detailed drawings on tracing paper in pencH,

with colored crayon being employed to identify different layers and levels in

both plan and section. In the end, of course, the final whole was traced over at

the very last minute to produce a reliable construction document."

Scarpa had such respect for craftsmanship that on occasion he would detail in

such a way as to suit its procedural needs. This much is evident from his habit

of forming L-shaped brackets out of steel plate, cut in such a way as to facili

tate the meeting of two cuts at right angles to each other. Scarpa drilled a small

hole at the crossing point so that the saw would change tone when it hit the in

tersection and thus produce a clean cut with no overrun. To finish this produc-
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tive detail, Scarpa inserted a small brass washer at the point of the

intersection.'2

Scarpa's affinity for the archaic made itself manifest not only in the SCUlptural

simplicity of his form but also in the hieratic elaboration of his joints. As we have

already seen, rather than simply juxtapose the support and the load (StUtze und

Last), Scarpa would "postpone" the final moment of support, as is evident from

his 1975 project for a bridge over the archaeologicai remains at Feltre (fig, 9,13)

or in the various capitals he would invent in his later years. A similar protraction

is evident in the ground floor of the Museo di Castelvecchio in Verona, where in

tersecting concrete floor beams are carried at midpoint by built-up, riveted steel

beams (fig. 9.14). the postponement of the bearing in this instance derived, as

Scarpa himself would reveal, from the spatial continuity of the ground-floor enfi

lade subdivided into five cubic volumes. In each cube a transverse steel beam

was introduced running along the east-west axis of the sequence and thereby

unifying it. As he put it:

I wanted to preserve the originality of each room, but I didn't want to use the ear

lier beams of the restoration. Since the rooms were square, I set a paired steel

beam to support the point where the two reinforced concrete beams crossed, so

indicating the main lines of the building's formal structure. Where they crossed

the imparlance of that square was emphasized because the crossing of the two

beams in the centre implies the pillar which helps define the whole space. This is

the visual logic I wanted to use as a frame of reference. The way the beams are

made also brings out the visual logic but only in the details. I could have used

the steel profiles already on the market. 13

By establishing the point of the absent column, the cylindrical hinged joint be

tween the concrete and steel, ostensibly introduced in order to allow for differen

tial movement, was as crucial to the articulation of the space as the built-up

character of the steel joist. This obsession with the elaboration of bearing would

also be remarked on by Albertini and Bagnoli in their description of the attic col

onnade in the Banca Popolare di Verona of 1978 (fig, 9,15),

A quite complex architectural system is applied to the top story of the Banca Po

polare di Verona-almost a modern interpretation of an ancient order: supports
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9.16
Hermann Obrist, Monument to the Pillar,

1898.

9.17
Peter Behrens, AEG turbine factory, Berlin,

1909. Detail.

I b built Not even a God today could invent an Attic base, which is the
ongere. . f'
only beautiful one; all the others are only slags. From this pomt 0 view even

those designed by Palladio are awful. As regards columns and entablatures only

the Greeks were able to reach the apex ofpride. Only in the Parthenon do the

shapes live like music. 15

With the factum of Venetian craft at his side,16 Scarpa steered an .u~easy cou.rse

I 1Art Nouveau-one thinks 01 Hermann Obnst s Egyptold
between the egacy ° " e des
column (fig. 9.16), or Perret's new concrete capital deVised for the Mu.se ..

Travaux Publics (fig. 5.42)-and a more objective elaborati~n of t~e hInged JOint

in steel construction as this appears, say, in Peter Behrens s ~urblne fact~ry of

1909 (Ilg. 9.17) or in Mies van der Rohe's Neue Nationalgalene. 01 1968 (Ilg.

9.18). Scarpa evolved his joints not only as function~l connectlo,~s but als~,as

fetishized celebrations of craft as an end in itself. ThIS sense of nearness, ,to

evoke Heidegger's term, was not only expressed through Scarpa's el~~oratlon

f the joint but also through the patina and color of delicate surface finishes, ,
o . I II d'ng in particular to Scarpa sdemanding highly specialized techniques. am a u I. .' i _
revival of stucco lucido, that traditional rendering technique In which c~lored p g

b' ad with lime plaster and other materrals toment and marble dust are com In 17 L'k the
yield highly polished surfaces reminiscent of dressed stone or lacquer. I eate

tempera technique in painting, the color in polished plaster .app~ars to eman

from the interior of the rendering. A similar synthesis of lumInOSity and texture

crops up in other aspects of Scarpa's palette, from the use of Murano glass tes-

9.15

Carlo Scarpa, Banea Poparare di Verona.

1973-1981. Colonnade.

and architrave in metal, frieze in colored mosaic, and cornice in white Botticino

stone. The long ribbon of the architrave, formed of two plate girders of differing

dimensions (the larger 600 rom high, the smaller 180 rom high) joined by riveting

plates, is supported at regular intervals by pairs of COUpled colonettes in tubular

iron (166 mm in diameter), replacing the metal sections of an ear/ier version.

The colonetles are fitted with muntzmetal collars, acting as linking elements to

the architrave above and the base beneath. This is formed of deep flats, cut and

milled, riveted to a flat (22 rom deep) laid on the masonry. The tall columns on

the court front have a more elaborate muntzmetallink at the base: a motif fre

quentfy used by Scarpa and typical of Indian architecture, by means of Which a
square plan becomes, by successive divisions, first octagonal, then a sixteen

sided polygonal figure, ending up as a circle. A small block of muntzmetal, re

cessed to form the symbol of two intersecting rings, gleams against the dark iron

above each pair of colonettes. Connectors of the Same metal are used as the

head and base of the columns to create a single support: these are small ele

ments, distancers, screwed to the tubular shafts, artiCUlating the proportions of
the whole. 14

Scarpa's excessively articulated joints may be read as a critical commentary on

the economic expediency of our utilitarian age or, alternatively, as a heroic at

tempt to compensate for our inability to equal the poetic authority of classical
form. Of this last he wrote:

Modern language should have its own words and grammar just as this happened

in the case of classical forms. Modern shapes and structures shOUld be used fol

lOWing a classical order: ... I should like that a critic COuld discover in my works

certain intentions that I have afways had, namely an enormous desire to stay

within tradition but without building capitals and columns, because these can no

310
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9.18

Mies van der Rohe, Neue Nationalgalerie, Ber

lin, 1968. Column details.

9.19

Carlo Scarpa, Olivetti shop, Piazza San

Marco, Venice, 1957-1958. Ground-floor

plan.

serae for the floor of his Olivetti store on the Piazza San Marco of 1966, to the

constant interplay among tile, marble, metal, and wood that is so evident in the

multiple finishes in which his work abounds.

Apart from the canonical joint and its attendant membrane, Scarpa often consoli

dated his work about iconic foci; about pivotal sculptural pieces such as Alberto

Viani's abstract metal sculpture, poised above a sheet of black water, that plays

such a prominent role in the spatial organization of the Piazza San Marco store

(figs. 9.19, 9.20) or the fulcrum provided by the Cangrande statue in the Museo

di Castelvecchio (fig. 9.21)18 or the ubiquitous double circle motif that occurs at

different scales throughout his work. While Scarpa's obsession with this motif

has been attributed to many different sources, one of the more likely origins is

the mystical ideogram known as vesica piscis (from vesica, bladder, and piscis,

fish). 19 While the interlocking version of this icon is reminiscent of the oriental

yin-yang symbol, it also represents the opposition between solar universality

and lunar empiricism (fig. 9.22). Even if, as legend has it, Scarpa first encoun

tered this symbol on a packet of Chinese cigarettes, he would surely have

become aware of its place in the European tradition and of its latent cosmic attri

butes. He later became cognizant of the role played by this figure in the genera

tion of certain church plans, such as Bernini's Sant'Andrea al Quirinale in Rome

(fig. 9.23),20 and from this he would also have known how such a construction

may be used to proliferate a whole series of equilateral triangles deriving from a

single side (fig. 9.24).

moon, male/female, Erosffhantos, its three-dimensional rendering in pink and

blue tiles may also have alluded to more modern sources, to the cosmological

values of the primary colors in Dutch Neoplasticism or to the red and blue pro

portional series of Le Corbusier's Modulor. 21 However, the fact that Scarpa once

employed the figure of the squared circle suggests a deeper familiarity with her

metic lore (fig. 9.25). I have in mind the "oculi" that he incorporated into the up

per level of the Olivetti store, each one bisected by sliding teak and palisander

screens that, reminiscent of Japanese shoji, serve metaphorically to open and

close each eye (fig. 9.26).22 In one form or another the vesica piscis will manifest

itself in much of Scarpa's architecture as a kind of tectonic icon, from its first

use in the Gavina shopfront realized in Bologna in 1963 (fig. 9.27) to its last in

the Banca Popolare di Verona, completed after Scarpa's death, where it appears

at different scales (fig. 9.28).

While Scarpa seems to have made little use of the root-three rectangle con

tained within the vesica, he nonetheless used an 11-centimeter module when

ever possible, and this figure may be related to the inherent duality of the

vesica, particularly when its multiple use yields the double numbers 22, 33, 44,

and even 5.5 centimeters as a half-module. Of Scarpa's obsession with this

double number pattern and its roots in traditional measure Frascari has written:

In China eleven is the number of the Tao, but it is not often taken in the quantita

tive sense of ten plus one; it signifies the unity of the decade in its wholeness.
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9.21

Carlo Scarpa, Museo di Castelvecchio, partial

section, looking north through Cangrande

space.
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Whatever its attributes, it is somehow fitting that Scarpa would employ this fig

ure as a definitive symbol in his last work, which, as it happened, would also be

his own resting place: the Brion Cemetery, completed posthumously in 1979. Ir

respective of the ultimate dialogical attributes of the vesica piscis, whether sun/
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9.20

Carlo Scarpa, Olivetti shop, Piazza San

Marco, section.
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9.28
Carlo Scarpa, Banca popolare di Verona,

stairhall.

this page:

9.27
Carlo Scarpa, Gavina store, Bologna, 1961-

1963. Elevation.

9.26
Carlo Scarpa, Olivetti shop, Piazza San

Marco, interior shutter.

9.25
The circle and the square, in the art of self-

division, give rise to the 3 wsacred" propor

tional relationships of~, ..../3, and ...J5.

9.24
Vesica piscis. The relationship of the smaller

axis to the large axis of the vesica piscis in

progressive growth visually demonstrates.a

geometric progression: axis 1 / axis 2 : axIS

2/axis3 :axis3/axis4 = 1/..,p:

,[3/3: 3/(S,f3j.

9.23
Gianlorenzo Bernini, Sant'Andrea al QU·lrinale,

Rome,1658-1670. Plan.

opposite page:

9.22

Vesica piscis.
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. a (fig 9 31) resonating with
pool As Guido Pietropoli informs us, thiS passagew y ., d'S

. award a transparent but hermetic glass oar, I
our footsteps, as we move t f Orpheus into the underworld,

intended to e.voke inoourh~indyts ~h::o:~S:~~c~ the entire cemetery seems to be
thereby evoking the rp IC m

organized.25
.

. n waterwork and earthwork Scarpa thus Im-
To a typical v~netlan pla~ betwee hasizing the fact that water implies both regen-
parts an ambivalent reading, emp I xt ds from the reflecting pool
eration and death. Thus, while a water channe e en

Scarpa, following the example of Lodoli, was committed to the idea of analogy

at every level in his work, that is to say, to a deductive argumentation that does

not proceed from the whole to the part but rather moves homologically from

part to part. This analogous principle is perhaps never more evident than in the

ambiguous role played by water in the Brion Cemetery: on the surface, as slow

moving water, it symbolizes life, as opposed to its containment in a long sump

or channel covered by precast paving slabs. In this morbid form, as it were, it

leads us away from the threshold of the Brion Cemetery toward the meditation

A preoccupation With duality is evident, in any event, throughout Scarpa's ca

reer, particularly in his funerary architecture, from his Capovilla monument built

in the San Michele Cemetery, Venice, in 1944 to the Galli tomb realized in

Genoa in 1978, and this dualism will surface again in the Brion Cemetery. As

suming the form of an elevated (fig. 9.29), L-shaped temenos, this final funerary

work divides on entry into two distinct zones; a division that is axially reinforced

on approach by a vesica piscis let into the courtyard wall, the blue ring favoring

the reflecting pool to the right and the red circle inflecting toward the left and

the greensward that covers the rest of the open compound (fig. 9.30). These

two colors also recall the twin colors of the alchemical ouroboros, the snake

eating its own tail that has a red head signifying fire and a green tail represent

ing water.24

The understanding of the peculiarity of the usage of eleven in Scarpa's archnec

ture must begin with the consideration of two Byzantine occurrences. On the

one hand, there is the bizarre fact that a total of eleven letters composes the

name . .. Carlo Scarpa. On the other hand, in the Italian tradition of construc

tion. the thickness ofa standard hollow tile partWon wall is approximately 11 cm,

although the nominal dimension is 10 cm (9 cm of the tHe and 1/2 cm ofplaster

on both sides), [but] in the reality of construction, tiles are never assembled fol

lowing a perfect plumb-line and the reoccurring mistake is corrected in the thick

ness of the plaster; thus bringing the total width of the partition wall closer to the

real dimension of 11 em. 23

Eleven appears as a factor; and a mUltiple, though not by itself, in the Imperial

system of measuring: 5 1/2 yards are one rod, pole or perch, 4 perches make 22

yards which are a chain, 220 yards a furlong and 1760 (11 x 160) yards makes a
mile....LUNAR - ,e/led;"'"

,;I'e'
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Arch, bridge, roof. boat, each of these connotations, these words, projects a
symbolic value onto the place, symbols of death, in that they are symbols of life,

since death isn't given except dialectically as life which bears within itself its ne

gation and the negation of its negation. ... Scarpa prefers periphrasis to direct

evocation, the round of words that avoids the use of the repeated archaic term.

Two further details serve to emphasize the ambiguity of the pool: a wire barrier

(fig. 9.32) that suggests its forbidden nature, and second the counterweight

mechanism of the guillotine door that seems to represent the mechanism of

time from which there is no escape. This last metaphor is reinforced by the gUil

lotine itself, which operates like a kind of metaphysical sluice gate that can only

be opened by lowering it into the sump, or conversely closed by raising it with

the assistance of a counterweight regulated by a system of pulleys (fig. 9.33).

This Duchampian device26 seems to be suspended between mortality and

immortality, for when the glass door is in the one element, the water, it

is withdrawn from the other, the air, and vice versa. There is the further vague

implication that this alchemical device is a kind of pump that draws the water

from the arcosolium into the meditation pool (fig. 9.34).27 In a remarkably percep

tive essay, Paolo Portoghesi expands upon the parallel meanings embodied in

the arcosolium itself:

to irrigate, as it were, the sunken tumulus of the tomb, the only way of gaining

access to the domain of the pool is via a glass guillotine door. This dichotomy

seems to be reinforced by the water itself, which appears to be divided between

the water lilies that lie suspended on the surface of the meditation pool and the

SUbmerged world of an inundated civilization implied by Scarpa's ziggurat pro

files that lose themselves in its depths.

9.29

Carlo Scarpa, Brion Cemetery, San Vito d'AJti~
vole, Treviso, plan, 1969-1978.

9.30

Carlo Scarpa, Brion Cemetery, entrance.
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Boundary, datum, measure, and ornament, these are the themes that come to

mind in experiencing Scarpa's architecture, and never more so than in the two

penultimate works of his life, the Brion Cemetery and the Banca Popolare di Ve

rona. Thus, in the cemetery, as in the Querini garden, the raising of the general

The principle of enigmatic displacement is ever present in Scarpa's architecture

and never more so than in the Brion Cemetery, where ostensibly light and heavy

modes of construction are mixed in ways that often seem perverse, as in the

steel doors that serve respectively to close the openings to the chapel and an

adjacent storeroom. Where the one is filled with white lacquered plasterwork,

the other is loaded up with the ballast of concrete panels, cast in situ. Where

the first finish is surely appropriate to a formal entrance, the second is the im

probable paneling of a utilitarian opening. Since the reference in both instances

is to lightweight Japanese walling, the one seems appropriately light and dema

terialized, while the other is inexplicably heavy and opaque. One can hardly help

being reminded at this juncture of Semper's Stoffwechseltheorie, although here

the shift from light to heavy has little to do with the preservation of symbolic

form. A similar enigmatic allusion is evident in the treatment of the large hori

zontal, concrete walls that serve to separate the existing cemetery from the

Brion compound. These beton brut planes are filled with beige-colored plaster

panels that occupy the best part of the available surface. However, since these

panels do not run uninterruptedly for the full height of the wall, they are in effect

treated as blank friezes, where the tectonic allusion would end were it not for

the cryptic application of ornamental metal disks at the four corners of each

panel, implying that the panels are some kind of petrified Semperian fabric

stretched across the surface of the concrete.30
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9.33

Carlo Scarpa, Brion Cemetery, mechanism

operating the plate glass door.

9.31

Carlo Scarpa, Brion Cemetery, corridor.

9.32

Carlo Scarpa, Brion Cemetery, symbolic

triple-strand wire barrier.

The difference, it could be said-referring to Deleuze-doesn't come from repeti

tion but from the initial removal compensated for by an endless reproaching.28

With its elevated superstructure and its inundated undercroft, the Brion Ceme

tery seems, in many ways, to be an oriental reflection on the acceptance of mor

tality, and it would be hard to find another contemporary commemorative work

that is so removed from the morbidity commonly associated with death in the

West. Instead, Scarpa sought a transcultural, ecumenical expression that would

transcend the Christian preoccupation with guilt and redemption. The idea of

death as a joyous (re)union, indissolubly linked to the erotic, is sUbtly confirmed

in this instance by Scarpa's cunning use of the Chinese character "double happi

ness"-a character traditionally employed on the occasion of a wedding-that

is ingeniously incorporated into the form of the concrete lattice window cast into
the only open corner of the cemetery compound.29
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9.34

Carlo Scarpa, Brion Cemetery, sarcophagi.

9.35

Carlo Scarpa, Brion Cemetery, corner detail

of boundary wall.
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Measure in building precedes construction. Before man could build, he had to

conceive of measuring. Measuring is one of man's first intellectual achievements;

it distinguishes man's house from the animal's den. ... Measure . .. then, is the

instrument by which man masters the basic fabric of the building. Thus, it is his

"measure" to organize the elements of building into an entirety.33

The French word encadrement is suggestive in this regard, since its etymology

indicates how framing, far from being dispensable, is an essential boundary that

arises out of material through measurement. Thus, again, as Dal Co remarks,

"The forms of order cannot be manifested or described without indicating

their measure, i.e., without individualizing their ornaments."34 And yet, despite

Scarpa's preoccupation with constructed ornament, he was by no means indif

ferent to function. On the contrary, functional purpose was a requirement that

would always be given priority in his work. Thus, his tectonic expression oscil

lated constantly between the instrumentality of function and the sensuality of or

nament, so that, as in Pierre Chareau's Maison de Verre of 1932, one could no

longer tell where the one began and the other ended.35

Both Marco Frascari and Manfredo Tafuri have stressed the fragmentary nature

of Scarpa's architecture-the former by comparing it to the Beaux-Arts exercise

of the analytique wherein the overall composition and its details are unified at dif

ferent scales within the format of a single drawing,36 the latter by seeing it as "a

perverse dialectic between the celebration of the form and the scattering of its

parts." Scarpa's work may also be perceived in a more cognitive and critical

discursive light. This is surely never more evident than in the restoration and

adaptation of the Museo di Castelvecchio in Verona, which he would work on

intermittently between 1953 and 1965. Scarpa elected to treat the building as a

continuously unfolding promenade that would mark its progress through space

by the discrete articulation of different elements. Here his constructional poetic

becomes manifest over a wide range, from the all but imperceptible movement

of water in the ornamental pools of the forecourt, their surfaces gently agitated

by submerged outflows, to the deft deployment of freestanding radiators that,

as in the Querini Stampalia, are used to quicken and deflect the circulation

through the space (lig. 9.37).

In Castelvecchio the changing character of the interior arises from a constant

play between the worked surfaces of different materials and the articulation of

contingent seams, steps, borders, and reveals that serve to advance or check

the overall progression. Against this constant yet changing beat are set all the

accents that arise out of the necessary orchestration of various spans, sup

ports, joints, and hinges, irrespective of the scale at which they emerge. The rev

elation of engineered form is repeatedly assumed by Scarpa as a syntactical

key from which all other junctions should take their cue, whether the joint is a

hinge, a pivot, a pedestal, or a fixed bracket. These are particUlarly evident in

the various forms of mountings used to display the archaeological exhibits on

the ground floor, each mounting being conceived as a tectonic complement

to the piece in question (fig. 9.38). The work of the Romanian sculptor Con

stantin Brancusi was surely an inspiration here for the way in which sculpture

and base were regarded as integral parts of the same plastic unity.

Scarpa's repertoire runs across a wide spectrum in this regard, from pivoting

statues whose planimetric position may be spontaneously adjusted according

to the light, to heavy monumental pieces that are supported in such a way as
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9.36

Carlo Scarpa, Brion Cemetery, analysis of

plan geometry.
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9.37
Carlo Scarpa, Museo di Castelvecchio, plan:

1. parallel hedges

2. lawn: great courtyard

3. entrance to Sala Boggian

4. entrance room

5. library

6. northeast tower

7. sculpture galleries

8. Cangrande space and statue

I
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to echo their figurative rhythm in the modulatec shape of their base (fig. 9.39).

However, as Sergio Los has observed, Scarpa's concern for the setting of a

topic into a suitable topos went well beyond its appropriate mounting, to em

brace its sequential and reciprocal placement within the overall narration of the

space. In this way he tried to accord the uprooted fragment something of its

lost aura. This surely accounts for the mounting of certain paintings on easels,

so as to remind the viewer of their craft origin, as opposed to presenting such

works always as fetishized, wall-hung images (fig. 9.40). One may possibly re

gard these stratagems as subtle ways of achieving a Verfremdung effect, that

is to say, as a means for overcoming our habitually distracted way of beholding

art. Nothing surely could be more tectonic than this return to "thingness" that,

in Scarpa's case, is as evident in the framing of an object as in the fabric of the

building in which it is housed. Here as elsewhere in his architecture, it is the

working of the material itself that carries the semantic charge. We are presented

with a tactile syntax that is grounded in difference, turning, that is, on evident

transitions from rough to smooth, from polished to matte, from worked to

unworked (fig. 9.41). Hence the differential reciprocity set up between the ex

posed concrete cross beams spanning over the ground-floor gallery-sup

ported at midpoint by composite steel beams-and the in situ concrete slabs

used to pave the gallery floor (figs. 9.42, 9.43). In the first instance we are con

fronted with an undressed beton brut finish that may be read as the petrification

of the timber formwork, whereas in the second the tamped finish of the con

crete floor-a technique traditionally reserved for the laying of pastel/one vene

ziano-imparts to the top surface of the in situ slab a striation reminiscent of the

grain to be found in stone. This association is reinforced by subdividing the con

crete pours with bands of Istrian stone. What is intended in both instances, of

course, is an allusion to another material rather than a simulation. This same
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9.38

Carlo Scarpa, MuseD di Castervecchio, scul _
ture stand. P

9.39

Carlo Scarpa, MuseD di Castelvecchio, sculp_
ture bracket.
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9.40

Carlo Scarpa, Museo di Castelvecchio, pic

ture support and frame.

9.41

Carlo Scarpa, Museo di Castelvecchio, detail

of the Sacello exterior, of local Prun stone.

concrete flooring is separated from the rough-plastered spaca d; cava walls of

the perimeter by a shallow recess that serves to establish the floor as a raised

datum. We are returned here, as in Querini Stampalia, to a traditional Venetian

earthwork complete with a perimeter channel in which to accommodate the sur

plus water of the Bequa alta. At the same time, as Franco Fonatti has remarked.

the subdivision of the concrete ground floor recalls the paving of the Piazza San

MarcoY

Scarpa's penchant for the rhetorical joint reaches its apotheosis in the Banea Po

polare di Verona, the penultimate work of his life, started in 1973 and posthu

mously completed by his assistant, Arrigo Rudi, three years after his death, in

1981 (fi9S. 9.44, 9.45), W~hin this complex and compact organization, Scarpa's

denticulate molding is applied as a device by which to determine both the cor

nice of the loggia that crowns the bUilding and the upper limits of its rusticated

base. Within this earthwork the castellated profile reveals the massivity of the

stone window surrounds and the stereotomic order of their joints (fig. 9.46). Else

where, it functions as a means to elevate and modulate the proportion of the

facade. In this regard, the measure of its rhythm is inseparable from the synco

pated order of the overall composition, as Albertini and Bagnoli have attempted

to show.

The first axis of symmetry is picked up in the center line of the first span of the

loggia, coinciding with the center line of the inverted molding on the cornice, an

alignment that, as the eye travels down, takes in the center lines of the two stif

feners of the wing of the big girder, the round window and its dripstone, tying

into the left-hand molding of the rectangular window beneath. The second axis

starts in the next span, runs down through the center line of the small balcony

to coincide with those of the projecting window and the window beneath. The

third, instead, is that of the third base of the colonettes, which falls between two

stones of the cornice, coincides with the axis of the girder riveting plate, that of

the gilded-spheres motif, and ties in once more with that of the round window,

its dripstone, and the rectangular window.

Moving to the right, the fifth span mirrors the situation of the first. In direct suc

cession, the axis of the next pair of colonettes states itself forcefully between the

two bay windows.
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9.44

Carlo Scarpa, Banca Papolare di Verona,

ground-floor plan and second-floor plan:

1. entrance from Via Conventino

2. director

3. secretary

4. exchange

5. vice-director

6. reception
7. central corridor

B. staircase

9. terrace

10. courtyard
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9.42

Carlo Scarpa M d'. ' usee I Castelvecchio de-

tails of concrete and steel ero· b '",$ eam at

ground-floor gallery.

9.43

Carlo Scarpa M ., useo dl Castelvecchio

ground-floor slab showing p , 'enmeter channel

and the relation to the rendered wall.
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... Here, because of its greater breadth, the axis determines a duplication of

the cornice stone molded on its lower extremity. and of the girder stiffeners. It

subsequently runs between the two narrow balconies and the quadrangular win

dows beneath, of which the left-hand one is aligned exactly with the righi-hand

one below. 38

The principal facade of the Banca Popolare (fig. 9.47) appears to be articulated

according to Semper's four elements, so that we are presented with an earth

work in stone, a screen wall in plaster, and a steel framed loggia at the top of

the bUilding. The ziggurat molding serves to divide up the body of the building

into these specific elements. Thus, the three dematerialized plate glass windows

are countered by the contrasting weight of the ziggurat corbels arranged in T

formation beneath. A very similar figure is used to stress the massivity of the

marble surround to the staff entrance on the Piazza Nogara. The powerful sculp

tural presence of this last is due in large measure to the revealed thickness of

the marble, to the rupture of its surround by horizontal rustication, and last but

not least to the presence of a single chamfered gun slit above the lintel (fig.

9,48). Once again one is reminded of Srancusi; this time perhaps of The Gate of

the Kiss erected at Targu-Jiu in Romania in 1937. The phenomenological inten

sity of this facade is also due to the contrast between the rough finish of the

cocciopesto plastered wall and the dressed surface of the Sorticino marble.

This difference not only separates the rendering from the rustication but also dis

tinguishes between the plaster and the polished stone surrounds of the seem

ingly circular window openings, assembled out of five separate pieces. Situated

on axis beneath these surrounds are thin vertical grooves of red Veronese

marble receiving the downpipes of the rainwater gulleys that drain the inner leaf

of the double-layered facade. These lines not only accommodate the weather

ing of the facade but also emphasize the watermark from the very begi'"!ning,

thereby anticipating the inevitable transformation of the building over time (figs.

9.49, 9.50). To the rear of this frontal screen, square wooden window frames are

let into the inner leaf of the wall, thereby establishing an oriental interplay be-
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9.46

Carlo Scarpa, Banea Popolare di Verona. con

structional details of cornice and axonometric

of denticulate cornice.

9.45

Carlo Scarpa, Banea Popolare di Verona,

courtyard elevation, front elevation, and

section.
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The spatial complexity of the building, frequently underscored, is developed with

a sort ofprivate language and pleasure which hovers enjoyably about the web

Excessively enriched, the tops of the twin columns are ornamented by incised

gold bands set some 27.5 centimeters below the ceiling; close to the point of

bearing itself, we again encounter a diminutive, gilded version of the vesica

piscis, cast into a Muntz metal fitting that is wedged between the column heads

(fig. 9.53). As in the Castelvecchio, the giant tatami-Iike panels of the sus

pended ceiling are rhythmically modulated so as to achieve an effect that is rem

iniscent of neoplasticism. This seems to induce a pinwheeling dynamic that is

focused about certain elements, such as the onyx stair hall, the red elevator

shaft, and a glazed cylindrical, metal-framed stair that rises to the top of the

building (fig. 9.54). As Pier Luigi Nicolin has remarked, all of this elaboration was

made with little regard for the conventional status of the building.

In his relation to institutional space, Scarpa's attitude is one of conscious indiffer

ence. As far as the bank is concerned, he limits himself to celebrating its wealth

in the lUxury of the materials used in the furnishings. There is no sign of rhetori

cally emphasizing the institution in the Louis Kahn manner, no indulgence in the

requirement to interpret company philosophy in a "corporate image"; nor does

this sophisticated and complex building seem to want to underpin the complex

patterns of human interaction in the manner of Van Eyck.

tween the orthogonal timber fenestration and the circular oculi of the surface ap

erture (fig. 9.51)."

Aside from a characteristically rich spectrum of finishes, ranging from various

tones of stucco lucido to panels of translucent onyx, the most striking aspect of

the banking halls from a tectonic standpoint is the way in which a suspended

ceiling is provided without compromising the probity of the structure, since the

soffits of the concrete beams and their concrete columnar supports are left ex

posed, as cast from faceted formwork, except for a 1.5-meter-high sheath in

steel that surrounds the base of each column (fig. 9.52). The suspended nature

of the plaster ceiling is made manifest through its subdivision into fairly large

areas by seams that not only impart scale to the expanse of the overall soffit,

but also return the eye to the salient points at which the concrete column heads

come through the plaster to lie flush with the ceiling.40
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9.48

Carlo Scarpa, Banea Popalare d; Verona
entrance on Piazza Nogara. '

9.47

Carlo Scarpa, Banea Popalare di Verona,
front facade.

9.49

Carlo Scarpa, Banca Popalare d; Verona

window details. '

9.50

C~rJo Scarpa, Banca Popalare di Verona, ana
Iytlque of ornamental system.
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9.51

Carlo Scarpa, Banca Popalare d; Verona,

sketch of circular window.

9.52

Carlo Scarpa, Banca Popolare di Verona,

second-floor hall.

9.53

Carlo Scarpa, Banca Popolare di Verona,

column~ceiling joint.

9.54

Carlo Scarpa, Banca Popolare di Verona, exte
rior staircase.

of its functions, as if lingering over the effort made to render them feasible. This

achieved freedom can only express itself in a space of "transparencies" in which

materials, mechanisms, links, finishings, all share in this virtuosity of execution:

its felicity troubled onlyby melancholy over the unrepeatability of the
achievement. 41

Scarpa's concern for the expressive probity of a building's basic structure would

parallel that of louis Kahn, as is evident from another late work, the Fondazione

Masieri on the Grand Canal in Venice where an exposed concrete floor evidently

rests on an unpainted steel framework. Set flush with the soffit of the in situ be
ton brut floor, the steel joists are supported at intervals by twin cylindrical col

umns, also made of steel, the steelwork being clear-sealed throughout in order
to retard oxidation.

It is difficult to write about Scarpa's work in a systematic manner, for in the last

analysis his achievement can only be comprehended as a continuum. It is this.

perhaps more than anything else, that served to set him apart from the main

stream, for in his case there was never the intention of an ideal whole in either a

humanist or an organic sense. There Was only the "nearness of things" and their

unfolding progression from part to part and joint to joint. Spatial interpenetration

Is largely absent in his work. Place is there, but only as a momentary location

that is constantly modified by movement and the fluctuation of light. It is above

aU a disquisition on time, on the paradoxical durability and fragility of things; an

all but cinematic senSibility, permeated by an ineradicable melancholy. Beyond

this. Scarpa's work serves not only as a demonstration of tectonic authenticity

but also as a critique of the two main utopias of our time; the organic utopia of

Wright and the technological utopia of modern functionalism. That this was so,

despite Scarpa's lifelong attachment to Wright and his affinity for industrial de

sign, says much for Scarpa's sense of limit and for his capacity to offset the as

sumption of any particular criteria with a discreet sense of irony. Antiutopian to

the core, he always addressed the specific terms of the brief and the bound

aries of the site; yet despite this responsiveness, he never allowed his imagina
tion to be stifled by precedent.
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